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News in brief:
 New LNG infrastructure at Gothenburg: Swedegas is investing in a
new LNG infrastructure at the
Port of Gothenburg, primarily to
meet the need in the shipping
industry for a more environmentally friendly fuel. It is expected to
be fully operational in 2018.

 North Sea Terminal get upgrade:
North Sea Terminal Bremerhaven
GmbH & Co. has successfully
upgraded from Navis Express to
the N4 terminal system.

 New crane for Teesport: PD

Port of Antwerp invests in Brazilian Port
The Port of Antwerp,
through its subsidiary
Port of Antwerp International (PAI), plans to
invest $10m in Porto do
Açu, a privately owned
port complex in São
João da Barra, in the
northern part of Rio de
Janeiro State, in Brazil.
For this investment PAI
will receive 1.176% of
the share capital. PAI
has the option to invest
additionally after 18
months.
Port of Antwerp International will also appoint
one member to join the
Porto do Açu’s board of
directors. More than 6.4
million tonnes of freight
are exchanged on an

annual basis between
Brazil and the Port of
Antwerp.
The Porto do Açu is
located in the industrial heart of Brazil. It is
an industrial deep sea
port for the handling
of oil, gas, dry bulk,
containers and general
cargo. The port also
serves as a support
centre for the Brazilian
offshore sector due to
its location to the Campos basin. The port
connects international
markets to the Brazilian market of more
than 200 million people.
The construction of
the port complex

started in 2007 and the
first operations started
in 2014. Port of Açu
has a surface of
130km² of which
40km² is natural reserve. The port has
potential to operate
17km of dock with a
maximum depth of
25m giving it the capacity to receive very
large vessels.
It was developed and is
operated by the Brazilian Bovespa listed company, Prumo Logística.
PAI, a subsidiary of the
Antwerp Port Authority, was set up to participate and invest in
overseas ports and
port-related projects in

strategic regions such
as Brazil, as part of its
foreign policy. PAI
chose for Porto do Açu
due to its location near
oil and gas fields and
the proximity to Minas
Gerais, the gateway to
Brazil. Furthermore,
the project in Açu is an
example of a successful private and already
operational greenfield
port, developed by a
reliable partner with a
focus on sustainability.
It also offers an opportunity for PAI to further co-develop the
port, while enhancing
the position of Antwerp in Latin America
as a preferential port
for the continent.

Boskalis secures €60m contract with Port of Stockholm
Royal Boskalis Westminster N.V. (Boskalis) has
been awarded a contract
by Ports of Stockholm to
construct a new quay wall
for the new Stockholm
Norvik Port in Sweden.
The contract value
amounts to approximately €60m and the
project is scheduled to
commence in the autumn

of 2017 with completion
expected in the spring of
2020.
Stockholm Norvik Port,
the new freight port for
rolling goods and containers, will be constructed in
Norvikudden located
60km south of Stockholm.
The port will have seven
berths for container ships
and RoRo ferries.

Boskalis will construct
1,100m of quay wall according to the design of
the Port of Stockholm.
The depth of the quay
wall will vary between
16.5-10.5m. Part of the
quay wall will be constructed by installing
heavy precast concrete
elements produced by
Boskalis with the assis-

Ports’ new £6m ship to shore
crane is now in operation following an official opening ceremony.
PD Ports stated that this latest
development follows its investments in new quayside facilities
and technology including a dedicated rail terminal and new terminal operating system (Navis).

 New train lines for Bremerhaven:
The construction of eight additional train tracks at the port in
Bremerhaven has been completed. A total of 120 masts for
the electrical overhead line will
be erected in the coming weeks
with planned operation of the
new lines scheduled for 10th
December 2017.

 Seajacks Scylla arrives in Belfast:
The Seajacks Scylla has arrived at
Belfast Habour ahead of its work
on DONG Energy’s Walney Extension offshore wind farm off the
west coast of the UK. The vessel is
lined up for the installation of
turbines at the site.

 First offshore platform for decommissioning arrives at Great
Yarmouth: The first section of an
offshore platform has arrived for
decommissioning at VeoliaPeterson’s purpose built facility
at Peel Ports Great Yarmouth.

tance of a large crane.
Between September 2016
and March 2017 Boskalis
also executed land recla London looks at emissions: The
mation activities for the
Port of London Authority is worknew Stockholm Norvik
ing with the Mayor of London and
Port. For this purpose
Transport for London on new
around one million cubic
research to help it develop an Air
meters was dredged using Quality Strategy for the tidal
a large variety of dredging Thames.
equipment.
For further information please
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visit the 4AllPorts news pages:
www.4allports.com
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Liverpool Phase Two underway
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The Peel Ports Group,
owner of the Port of
Liverpool, has pressed
the button on the second phase of its expansion programme at Liverpool2. The company is
to invest in equipment
and port infrastructure
works to expand the
terminal.
This latest phase will
include the installation
of a further three Ship
To Shore cranes (STS)
and 10 Cantilever Rail
Mounted Gantry cranes

(CRMG). These will add
to the previous five
STS cranes and 12
CRMG cranes installed
as part of Phase One
which was opened in
November last year.
Liverpool2 will have
the capacity to manage the unloading of
two 380m vessels simultaneously.
There will also be additional reefer points
installed to allow the
terminal to handle
even greater quantities

of refrigerated containers at the Port of
Liverpool. Launched in
November 2016, Liverpool2 represents a
£400m investment
that provides a gateway for international
trade to and from the
UK.
Mark Whitworth, CEO
of Peel Ports said:
“This is an important
step in the development of Liverpool2 and
reflects our confidence

and our long term
commitment to positioning the North of
England as a competitive route to international markets and a
major port for global
trade.
“The development of
the project programme
is now well underway.
We are currently preparing the outline designs and would look
to be in a position to
appoint construction
partners in spring of
next year, with a view
to commencement of
construction shortly
after. We anticipate a
completion date for
Phase 2 in 2019.”
“The world class facilities which we have at
Liverpool2 will allow us
to capture and grow a
greater share of the
container market, offering cargo owners in

the north of the country
a more competitive
route to market, getting
their goods closer to
their end destination.
“We are in a good place
in our discussions with
shipping lines; there are
more opportunities on
the horizon at the Port
and our confidence is
high as a result.”
ADVERTISE HERE!
If you wish to submit a
news story, advertise
within the newsletter or
to have your port featured as ‘Port of the
Month’ please contact us:
info@4allports.com
+44 1502 307 037
http://www.4allports.com

Port of the Month - Rotterdam
 The port of Rotterdam’s annual throughput amounts to some 465 million tonnes. This makes it one of the largest ports in Europe.

 The port area includes 12,500 ha of land and water, of which approximately
6,000 ha is used for business. The total length of the port area is more than 40
km and approximately 30,000 seagoing vessels and 110,000 inland vessels visit
the port of every year.

 The construction of the first phase of Maasvlakte 2, an offshore centre, is unThe Dijksgracht

The MS National Geographic Explorer

derway at the Port. Located at Prinses Alexiahaven, the centre will support the
offshore energy sector.

 By 2030, the Port plans to be the leading European hub for global and
intra-European cargo flows. It aims to be Europe’s premier global hub for
containers, fuel and energy flows .

4AllPorts is the portal for quick and easy worldwide port information
Image source: Port of Rotterdam



 Worldwide Overview of ports

Visiting address: World Port Center, Wilhelminakade 909 3072 AP Rotterdam
Business contact: +31102521010
Harbour Coordination Centre:
+31102521000



 Detailed description of docks, quays and terminals within the port area



 Daily updated ports news



 Essential contact information



 Almanac of port services, suppliers and information
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Taipower to establish offshore wind hub
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State-owned Taiwan
Power Company
(Taipower) has announced that it has
signed a 20-year lease
to three sites at
Taichung Harbour which
will be developed for

the pre-assembly and
construction of offshore wind farms.
The company stated
that it has invested
more than NT $3bn
(EUR 85m) in leasing
three sites which in-

cludes 12.8ha
(0.12km2) of space.
The space will be used
for unloading and storing components and
accessories of offshore
turbines, carrying out
assembly activities as
well as and loading
them on to construction vessels.
Taipower stated that
the space is enough for
assembling 30-40 offshore wind turbines a
year and the company
plans to assemble 360
turbines for its own

use. Excess space will
be offered for use by
other investors in offshore wind farm projects on a rental basis.
In addition to construction, the space
affords capacity for
maintaining and repairing 30-60 wind
turbines a year.

Taiwan plans to reach
520MW of offshore
wind by 2020, 3GW by
2025 and 4GW by 2030.
Currently its only operating offshore wind
farm is the Formosa
Phase 1 offshore wind
farm which is located off
the coast of Miaoli and
consists of two SWT4.0120 turbines which
were installed in October 2016.
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Boskalis and Van Oord to build Maasvlakte 2
The Port of Rotterdam
Authority and PUMA
(Project Organisation
Expansion Maasvlakte)
have signed a contract
for the construction of
the first phase of
Maasvlakte 2.
PUMA is a joint venture
between two Dutch
hydraulic engineering
firms Royal Boskalis
Westminster NV and

Van Oord NV. The Offshore Centre will be
located at Prinses Alexiahaven.
PUMA will officially
start creating the surface area of the site,
with a planned surface
area of 70 ha, in August. The total of some
7 million m³ of sand
required for this will
be extracted from off-

shore sites and port
basins. Over the past
few years, the Port
Authority has already
transferred sand to
Prinses Alexiahaven
that had become available during projects.
If everything goes as
planned, the entire
port site will be created by late 2017.
Work on the construc-

tion of the quay walls
can subsequently start
in mid-2018. The first
companies are expected to set up at the
Offshore Center within
two years.
The port of Rotterdam
is creating the area to
cater for activities in
the offshore wind
power, decommissioning and the oil & gas

sectors. The establishment of Europe’s first
Offshore Centre is in
line with the Port Authority’s policy to further develop Rotterdam’s already highly
developed cluster of
companies active in the
offshore and maritime
sectors.

DP World to open new passenger terminal
A new terminal designed
to accommodate the largest operating cruise vessels, is scheduled to open
in the summer at DP
World Limassol port in
Cyprus.
The new terminal consists of seven pods with
an internal area of 7,000
square meters. Along
with 24-hour availability
the terminal offers integrated services including

Home Call and Day Call
handling capability, ensuring an improved customer experience.
DP World Limassol has a
draft of up to 11m (tide
free) and three 400m
berths that can accommodate cruise vessels. It
is the third addition to
the cruise terminal portfolio that DP World operates globally, after cruise
terminal operations in

Mina Rashid, Dubai and
Quinquela Martin, Argentina.
Limassol is one of the
major destinations in the
Mediterranean for the
cruise industry with the
opportunity to be the
first port of call for cruise
lines after transiting the
Suez Canal. The terminal
offers fast turnaround
times for connections to
both Larnaca and Paphos

international airports.
Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem, Group Chairman
and CEO, DP World, said:
“Cyprus is a centre for
tourism and trade across
the Mediterranean Sea
and beyond and we are
delighted to help develop
its cruise capability. The
terminal is another example of how partnerships
with Government on infrastructure projects help
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boost economies, creating jobs and prosperity
for the country and its
people.”
Charles Meaby, General
Manager, DP World Limassol commented: “DP
World Limassol continues
to promote the development of tourism in Cyprus
and driving economic
benefits for the local and
national economy. ”
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Rhenus opens new quay in Rotterdam
Rhenus Logistics in Rotterdam has officially
opened its new quay at
the Deep Sea Terminal
of Maasvlakte.
The new 275m quayside
comes in addition to the
500m quay that Rhenus
already has on the south
side of the terminal. At
the Deep Sea Terminal,
Rhenus operates four
harbour mobile cranes

of which 2 x 100mt ( in
combination 150mt)
and a new Kone
Gottwald crane
(125mt).
With the increased
quay capacity the terminal, Rhenus plans to
expand its activities in
breakbulk cargoes
(such as steel and aluminum packages), project cargoes and off-

shore related projects.
Ships in active in the
offshore sector are
often on the quay for a
long time, thus reducing space for other
ships. With the expansion, space will be less
of an issue.
Peter van der Steen,
Managing Director of
Rhenus Logistics B.V.
says:

"The new ‘Oostkade’
gives us the opportunity to operate both
the offshore vessels of
Seaway Heavy Lifting
and the Nirint Shipping
liner service on Cuba
and the Caribbean simultaneously. That's
why we also bought a
fourth harbour mobile
crane ."
President and CEO of

the Port of Rotterdam,
Allard Castelein said:
"With their entrepreneurship they provide
growth, dynamic and
innovation in our port. It
also means more employment for the region.
Good news for everyone."
Previously, Rhenus invested in the construction of two warehouses
measuring 54,000m2.

Aberdeen Harbour gets £11m for upgrade
of up to 10.5m and will
create an additional
125,000m2 of lay-down
area. An independent
study, commissioned by
Scottish Enterprise,
estimates that the
development will
Image Source: Aberdeen Harbour
generate an additional
£1bn per annum to the
Aberdeen Harbour Board towards the harbour’s
economy by 2035, and
welcomed First Minister £350m expansion which will create an additional
for Scotland, Nicola
is due to be completed in 7,000 equivalent jobs.
Sturgeon, to the port
2020.
Visiting the harbour,
where it was announced The new facilities will
First Minister Nicola
that Scottish Enterprise is include 1,400m of new
Sturgeon said: “Aberdeen
to contribute £11.7m
quay, with a water depth Harbour is Scotland’s

main oil and gas port and
one of Europe’s leading
marine support centres
for offshore energy. This
funding will open up
significant opportunities
to diversify and exploit
the rapid growth in cruise
tourism and the
renewables markets in
Scotland.
“We are already seeing
Scottish-based firms
seizing decommissioning
opportunities, and we are
committed to supporting
Scottish industry to win

further valuable
contracts. That’s why we
developed a
Decommissioning Plan
last year, and have since
launched the £5 million
Decommissioning
Challenge Fund.”
The recent funding
announcement comes in
addition to £175m
support from the
European Investment
bank and a further £11m
from Aberdeen City
Council.

A&P Recruits for Peel Ports Partnership
Ship repair, defence,
conversion and marine
specialist A&P Group
has made two appointments to deliver its new
strategic partnership
with Peel Ports Group,
in Great Yarmouth.
A&P Group stated that
the partnership demonstrates the two companies commitment to
making Peel Ports Great
Yarmouth a centre of
excellence for renewable energy, with the
creation of a marine
services hub.
Jonathan Mills joins A&P

Group from Marineserv UK Ltd as general
manager to lead operations at the Port of
Great Yarmouth. An
experienced senior
manager within the
marine, renewable
energy and oil and gas
sectors, Jonathan will
be responsible for delivering A&P’s marine
and ship repair services as well as the
24/7 mobile ship repair service, Afloat.
Dale Bezant joins as
project manager, following time as a sea-

soned freelance project manager and estimator and as the project and operations
manager for CLS Offshore. Both Jonathan
and Dale will be based
in A&P’s new on-site
office at Peel Ports
Great Yarmouth. Jonathan Mills said:
“There’s a very distinct
opportunity for A&P to
leverage its strong
history of supporting
wave, tidal and offshore wind developments in Great Yarmouth, as well as

wider energy projects,
and a real appetite for
the whole host of ship
repair and conversion
expertise that A&P
offers. I’m confident of
a very strong response
from the local market.”
Richard Goffin, port
director for Peel Ports
Great Yarmouth said:
“We’re excited to be
working in collaboration with A&P Group;
their sector expertise
and specialised skillset
will bring numerous
opportunities for port
customers and Great
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Yarmouth. We look forward to supporting A&P
as part of our ongoing
partnership.“ Since acquiring the Port of Great
Yarmouth in December
2015, Peel Ports Group
has invested £7m into
Great Yarmouth’s Outer
Harbour for the construction of the Galloper
and East Anglia ONE
offshore wind farms.
A&P Group operates
seven dry docks across
three strategic locations
in the UK.
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